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Part I Project Background

1.1 Usage, Misunderstanding and Value Rediscovery of NFTs
NFT, or Non-fungible Token, is a concept derived in comparison to Fungible Token
(FT). The biggest difference between the two is "uniqueness" and "divisibility", which
makes NFT more suitable for benchmarking assets in the real world - after all, the
evolution of civilization has made everything different with each other, even
mass-produced consumer products can have different production dates and product
codes.

The future application scenarios of NFTs should be very broad. Its existence enriches
the breadth and depth of the use of Token. Its rise should be gradual and surely
relating all fields. After all, NFTs and FTs are reciprocal and complementary with
each other. Compared with FT, NFT should incorporate a wider range of fields. Music,
art design, artworks, creation process, historical relics, movies, finance, science, etc.
can all be regarded as non-fungible products. Tokenizing these products will turn
them into NFTs. Each NFT has a unique and sole label, which makes it indivisible
and irreplaceable. Today, the limitations of NFTs when it comes to application
scenarios and values, have become more and more prominent.

First, the most popular NFTs have always been artworks and high-priced collectibles,
which is still a small niche market on a global scale. Its application scenarios have not
been well developed, which creates entry barriers for the mass consumers. For
example, American digital artist Beeple's NFT artwork "Everydays: The First 5000
Days", was auctioned at the world's top auction house Christie's for over $69 million,
setting a record as the third highest bid ever for living artists in the world. The famous
street artist Banksy's painting "Mornos" was burned and converted to NFT, and then



sold over $394,000 on Open Sea, not to mention the NBA Top Shot NFTs easily sold
for hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Second, the current NFT market is saturated with the types of NFTs. More than 90%
of the project is essentially an exchange-backed project. The lack of application
scenarios makes these NFTs hard to create stickiness with consumers, and NFTs
available for purchase on different platforms overlap a lot and most of them are
collectible cards. Most of the successful NFT projects integrate DeFi and liquidity
mining. Although the trading volumes have therefore soared, it is almost like financial
activities that disregard the inherent advantages of NFTs.

Third, the existing views out there tend to portray the NFT market as an independent
industry, and the reason for this misleading narrative is because empiricism limits the
imagination of the entire industry. For the rapid growth of NFTs in 2017 to the mushc
slower growth rate in recent years, many people are trapped in their mindset because
of the huge success of CryptoKitties, and therefore only treating NFTs as "pure digital
assets". They fail to realize that this is only a tiny composition of the overall NFT
application scenarios.

The Music Infinity team believes that the scope of NFT application scenarios should
not be limited to a niche circle. It still needs a force to push its evolution. This force
needs to be supported by the value of the real industry and strong application
scenarios empowered by a mass user base and new technologies.

Therefore, rooted in the Web 2.0 music industry, Music Infinity has created a new
Web 3.0 music NFT ecosystem. This is not just a technology platform but has the
great potential to change the value chain of the music industry and fan economy. With
this mission in mind, Music Infinity is designed to redefine and rediscover the value
chain of NFTs through three key application scenarios.

Music Infinity's NFT ecosystem empowers NFT collectors with real ownership,
allowing them to make their own decisions to either listen to own music NFTs based
on their needs and tastes. In short, the "products" that Music Infinity introduces to the
market have real values and can be used to create experiences. The NFTs are tied with
ownerships and can generate new revenue streams for holders.

Part II Project Introduction

2.1 Overview
Music Infinity (Token: MIT) is an NFT music platform developed by Element.Black.
Under the Element.Black ecosystem, Music Infinity strives to provide a free,
prosperous, and open Web 3.0 pan-entertainment music ecosystem. Through the three
key features: Music Box, Music NFT system, and Music Plaza, Music Infinity
provides music streaming, downloading, purchasing, distributing, NFT minting,



trading, social, and mining experiences for ecosystem users. While maximizing
revenues for musicians and creating a fan economy model, Music Infinity introduces
a brand-new music experience to all ecosystem users through its Create-to-Earn and
Listen-to-Earn models.

Among them, Music Box, the NFT music player, is at the core of the Listen-to-Earn
mechanism, with different types of Music Boxes representing different music genres,
rarity, mining power and other music rights. Users can use MIT to upgrade their
Music box to gain higher mining powers. Meanwhile, each Music Box itself is also an
NFT. Collectors can trade their Music Box in exchange for mainstream
crptocurrencies like ETH. The rarer the Music Box is, the more value and more
potential in trading price it has.

2.2 Value
The Web3.0 NFT pan-entertainment music ecosystem created by Music Infinity
provides users with the following value traits:

2.2.1 Original Algorithms and Strategies
The main parties participating in the Music Infinity ecosystem are musicians,
celebrities, fans, music lovers, and the crypto community. Different parties participate
in building the entire ecosystem together. For each party, the platform has
corresponding mechanisms and algorithms that ensure an engaging and incentivizing
ecosystem that operates on its own.

2.2.2 Limited-Edition Music NFTs
The value of an NFT stems from the fact that it is a programmable digital asset and is
indivisible and irreplaceable. It can represent ownership of music and all kinds of
digital assets in the digital age. All music NFTs from Music Infinity are
limited-edition and rarity creates value, as has been proven from artworks, gold and
bitcoin. This rule applies in both physical and digital worlds. In the Music Infinity
ecosystem, user-acquired music NFTs are immutable and non-destructive, unique or
limited-edition. Even the copyright owners are not able to replicate these digital assets
and therefore making them extremely rare and collectible.

2.2.3 Real Digital Assets Copyrights
One of the biggest challenges of the digital age for IP owners and creators is how to
avoid copyrights infringements. The NFT solution provided by Music Infinity can
solve this problem extremely well. Once an authorized music work is generated into
an NFT, it is unique and irreplicable. And based on the transparency of blockchain
technology, fans can also verify the authenticity of NFTs at any time.

2.2.4 Trading Values of the Ownership of Digital Assets
Guarantee ownership of digital assets and increase the trading values of ownership.
Just like Bitcoin, the ownership and originality of music NFTs is recorded on the



blockchain, encrypted and immutable. Music NFT owners will have a certificate on a
blockchain, and ownership can be easily verified. The trading values of Music
Infinity's music NFT is reflected in its transferability, which means the NFTs can be
resold to other music lovers, as well as almost anyone in the world, facilitating a
broader pool of potential buyers.

2.2.5 Decentralized Governance
The use of smart contracts to ensure all economic behaviors in the ecosystem. For
example, each music NFT can be traced back to its original issuer so that each
transaction can be verified to ensure the authenticity of digital goods. It also ensures
the rights and interests of both purchasers and sellers. Therefore, the entire music
ecosystem is more transparent, credible, and efficient.

Part III Core Functions and Application Scenarios

3.1 Music Box
All users in the Element.Black ecosystem have access to the Music Infinity ecosystem
without any barriers. Users can use ELT to purchase Music Box (basic version) to
start a new Web 3.0 NFT music experience.

Music Box combines the functionalities of NFT music player, token miner, and NFTs.
It can be upgraded using MIT, and then freely traded for mainstream cryptocurrencies
such as ETH. The higher its rarity and level, the higher is its token mining power and
the higher is its selling price as an NFT.

The ELT used to purchase Music Box will be destroyed, and all of its value will be
transferred to MIT.

3.1.1 NFT Music Player
Music Box is equipped with the practical function as an NFT music player, providing
users with a smooth NFT music streaming experience. In addition to music streaming,
music NFTs purchased by users through Music Plaza will also be stored securely in
their Music Box, completely decentralized, and owned solely by users. It also
supports offline music streaming, downloading, and trading in secondary markets. All
transaction records are immutable public information.

Music Box will soon launch the online club feature, allowing fans to join exclusive
celebrity club to unlock exclusive music content provided by their favorite celebrities.
Club members can get access to unreleased music demos and purchase extemely rare
limited-edition music NFTs.

3.1.2 Token Miner
Different Music Boxes are equivalent to token miners of different rarities. The current



collection includes five types of token miners, which are ordinary music radio,
advanced music recorder, rare Mp3-player, ultra-rare CD-player, extremely rare
LP-player. More co-branded token miners will later be launched collaborating with a
variety of IP owners.

3.1.3 Listen-to-Earn Reward Mechanism
1) After purchasing the original Music Box miner with ELT, you can start mining by
streaming music in Music Plaza.

2) The mining power of each miner is determined by its rarity, level, and type. Token
mining speed is correlated with the rarity and the level of the miner.

3) The rarer of the miner, the higher battery capacity it has. Battery capacity
determines the battery powers of the miners and MIT is mined through consuming the
battery power in each Music Box. Token mining will pause if there is no remaining
battery power.

4) Users can use MIT to upgrade their Music Box and each type of Music Box can be
upgraded up to 20 levels. The Music Box miners at Level 20 can be further combined
to create a new type of miner with even higher mining power. Upgraded miners
support card slots that support playing music from the special-edition music NFTs,
advanced mining powers and surprise token mining rewards.

5) Music Genre: Each Music Box has a different music genre preference, and will
receive different mining rewards when listening different genres of music.
- Pop
- Classical
- Country
- Hip hop/Rap
- Jazz
- Metal
- Rock and roll
- Electronic
- R&B/Soul
- Dance/Parlour

6) Music Box fragments: High-quality Music Box has a certain chance of generating
Music Box fragments when playing music. After collecting a certain number of
fragments, you can use MIT to craft brand-new Music Box NFT.

7) Music Box Music Genre Factor: Music Box has a certain chance of generating
music genre determinator when playing music. The music genre determinator can be
added to the new Music Box NFT to diversify the music genre a Music Box is



associated with.

8) Other Parameters
- Lucky Mining: Each mining activity has a chance of unlocking a lucky mint while
using miners of different genres to play different genres of music

- Mining Rate Level: Depending on the music level, power consumption can be
accelerated, and the mining power can be increased.

- Mining Rate Depreciation: Playing a new song every single day can accelerate the
token mining rate and the maximum numbers that can help boost the mining rate is 10
songs per day.

- Daily Mining Rate Depreciation: Playing the same song more than a certain number
of times per day will result in depreciation of mining rates.

- Mining abrasion: According to the abrasion formula, MIT mined will reduce the
durability of the miner and it will be impossible for the miner to continue mining if
the durability is 0. Very few special miners have a "no abrasion" privilege. Using MIT
can help restore the durability of the miners.

3.1.4 Music Box Music Art
Music Infinity has formed partnerships with numerous art creators. Users can register
as an art creator while listening to music through Music Box, providing other users in
the ecosystem with music art to earn MIT. Users can also request their favored art
styles from art creators, including game style, cartoon style, oil paint style, sketch
style and other unique art styles that showcase strong personalities and characteristics
of users. The artworks can be further used as NFT profile pictures as users’ avatars in
Music Infinity to interact with other users and even celebrities.

3.1.5 DID Function
Music Box allows users to store their usernames, passwords, fingerprints, face ID and
other personal privacy data through decentralized storage platform to manage all their
music NFTs. Meanwhile, DID supports users to verify their identifications through
blockchain and participate in Music Infinity community governance. DID can be
further used in application scenarios including Listen-to-Earn, Create-to-Earn, and
Social-Fi.

3.2 Music NFT System
Musicians, celebrities, IP owners and creators can all benefit from the wide range of
features of Music Infinity NFT system to provide more direct, intimate and
customized music content and communications with fans, and most importantly, to



receive revenues from this music ecosystem.

Generate NFTs with the NFT toolkit PixelEdit: 1) music, music videos, posters, and
other digital assets; 2) album/single digital merchandise; 3) concert tickets and other
offline passes with personal keys and signature authorizations; These assets can be
packaged into one or multiple NFTs to get listed, distributed, and traded in Music
Plaza.

The Music NFT system provides NFT Maker SDK, which supports the use of
mainstream editing software such as Photoshop, Cubism Editor, and Final Cut Pro,
and can convert audios, videos, posters, and even interactive 2D illustrations and 3D
models to NFTs, and then publish them in the Music Infinity ecosystem through
PixelEdit.

NFTs generated by PixelEdit can be compatible with ETH, BSC, HECO and more
blockchains.

3.2.1 Application Scenarios

3.2.1.1 Music IP Owners
Music IP owners own the crypto public keys to the music NFTs, which is equivalent
to a certificate of authenticity of each music work. Each buyer will receive a crypto
file and private key for each digital work, which is equivalent to the ownership of the
work, which is recognized and licensed by the original creator. Blockchain
technology guarantee the sole immutable ownerships.

- Music NFTs: Fans can purchase NFTs to access the corresponding digital music
files, digital merchandises, and other related digital content.

- Special NFTs: Fans can purchase special-edition NFTs to get access to premium
content and rights including offline concert tickets and exclusive limited-edition
merchandises.

- Mystery Box NFTs: Fans can purchase mystery boxes in collaboration with
celebrities and each NFT mystery box contains different music files and ownership
rights, which further creates excitements for purchasers.

3.2.1.2 Stochastic
For a wider range of music enthusiasts and creators, the Music NFT system's
subsequent feature, Stochastic (random art), supports and encourages more creations
and distributions of user-generated pixelated artworks and digital music. The
ecosystem strives to explore what unexpected possibilities in music can the
interactions between human beings and advanced technologies and AI create. The



system generates new music elements every four seconds, and creators can also click
to change the interfaces. Users can hear a lot of familiar sounds in our daily lives:
mouse clicking sound, computer boot sound, system error prompt sound, etc. These
sounds that we hear every day but do not pay enough attention to, can actually
become something fun and rhythmic.

3.2.1.3 Create-to-Earn Reward Mechanism
1) After purchasing music NFTs within the Music Infinity ecosystem, users can
upload their music NFTs to Music Plaza for music lovers to listen to. Music lovers
receive MIT rewards as they listen to music in Music Plaza.

2) Users can pay a certain amount of MIT tokens to create their original music NFTs
through the music NFT system. Users can first upload their music works to the
creativity zone, and the community will vote for the final approval for all music
works to be listed on Music Plaza. Creators can earn MIT through providing music
streaming, downloading, selling, or staking for their NFTs.

3.3 Music Plaza
Music Plaza is a key value hub for Music Infinity as a thriving Web 3.0 music NFT
integration and social platform. While IP owners and creators can list, distribute, and
trade music NFTs in Music Plaza, music lovers and fans can search for music NFTs
they are interested in, and earn rewards through listening, purchasing, and
participating in the ecosystem.

3.3.1 Launch and Listing
Music Plaza integrates Web 3.0 music NFTs, and any IP owner or creator can list
their music works by paying a certain amount of MIT. Music Plaza provides these
music NFTs with features such as users interfaces, search engine, chart rankings, new
songs of the week, KOL recommendations, revenue records, management systems,
and visualized data.

3.3.2 Social Interactions and Distribution
On traditional social media platforms, the general users cannot get paid for their
content sharing activities. Music Plaza supports and encourages users to stream, share,
and experience music NFTs, enabling the organic combinations of music NFTs and
social activities. Users can promote music NFTs through social activities, find
like-minded music lovers to join their community, and receive MIT rewards.

3.3.3 Trading and Market Circulation
Built on the powerful blockchain infrastructure, Music Plaza enables a smooth content
access experience that can support hundreds of thousands of users online at the same
time. It provides all users with a simple and low-cost music NFT marketplace that
supports seamless hosting ownership transfers between buyers and sellers, as well as
crypto payment methods that protects both buyers and sellers, so that music NFT



transactions can be ready for mass adoptions for fans and music lovers. The values of
Web 2.0 music can therefore be further explored and realized through the advance in
digital technologies.

3.3.3.1 Direct Sale/Resale at listed price
IP owners and creators can released music NFTs in Music Plaza and sell at fixed price,
and the fans pay the fixed price to purchase the music NFTs. The assets are then
transferred to the purchasers after each payment is completed. Music Plaza also
supports resales of NFTs between purchasers.

We will also set up customer service and trading hours to ensure that transactions go
smoothly and protect the rights and interests of fans and IP owners.

3.3.3.2 Charity Auctions
IP owners and creators can also host Dutch auctions through our philanthropy features
with opening price, closing price and auction duration time set, during which the
auction price of music NFTs will start from the opening price and then gradually go
down over time to the set closing price, until a purchaser accepts the price and
purchases the music NFTs.

The amount of money raised through the philanthropy campaigns will be publicly
documented on blockchains under the supervisions of smart contracts to guarantee
transparency.

Part IV Economic Models

Music Infinity uses token MIT as the universal equivalent within the ecosystem,
enabling the digital transformation of Web 2.0 music industry, therefore attracting
more music lovers to the Web 3.0 music Metaverse. Meanwhile, MIT is also the only
medium for Music Box (token miner), to realize the benign governance of the Music
Infinity ecosystem.

MIT can be used in all application scenarios in Music Infinity with a well-designed
token mining and incentive system, allowing users to enjoy music and use/upgrade
Music Box (token miners) to mine and participate in Create-to-Earn and
Listen-to-Earn to earn, thus transforming the entire Web 3.0 NFT pan-entertainment
music industry into a value cycle that contains music NFT application scenarios,
social interactions, value creations, assets circulations, and rewarding returns.

Each time the token MIT is involved in an activity within Music Infinity, the platform
will retain a certain percentage of the total transaction amount as platform fees, and
will later release this part of the tokens again to incentivize and reward participants
who play key roles in building the ecosystem.



4.1 Issuance and Distribution
MIT tokens can be destructed and are essentially partially deflationary and overall
inflationary.

Without any private sale or public sale, all tokens are 100% mined by users.

Standard Protocol: ERC-20

4.2 MIT Usage

1) Circulation Medium
Used in the Music Infinity ecosystem and all its application scenarios, including but
not limited to music NFT purchasing, transferring, creating, minting, listing, and
downloading.

2) Listen-to-Earn Rewards
When Music Box (token miner) is used to stream music, users receive a certain
amount of MIT as ecosystem rewards.

3) Level-up Music Box
When users level-up their Music Box, they need to consume MIT.

3) Upgrade Music Box
When users upgrade their Music Box, they need to consume MIT.

4) Combine two or more Music Boxes to create new Music Box
When users create new Music Box through combining two or more Music Boxes,
they need to consume MIT.

6) Create-to-Earn rewards
Users receive a certain amount of MIT as ecosystem rewards when their music NFTs
are streamed by other users.

7) Create music NFTs
When users create a new music NFT, they need to consume MIT to mint NFTs.

8) Community Voting and Tipping
Music lovers use MIT to vote on music NFTs that are qualified to enter Music Plaza
or to tip their favorite creators.

9) Special Community Benefits
Users who hold and stake MIT can obtain exclusive digital merchandises and
whitelist spots for exclusive digital concert tickets.



10) Purchase Music Infinity Special-Edition NFTs
Music lovers use MIT to purchase exclusive digital merchandises and exclusive
digital concert tickets.

4.3 Buyback and Destruction
30% of Music Infinity's profits from all core businesses and applications will be used
as for MIT buyback. MIT bought back will be permanently destructed into a
blackhole address until enough MIT is destructed and buyback automatically pauses.
To ensure that the buyback process is transparent, all buyback information will be
documented on blockchains.


